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ABSTRACT 
 The objective of this study was to validate a subject specific multibody limb level model 
of a canine hind limb and incorporate joint level modeling techniques to include an anatomically 
correct stifle.  Experimental testing was done in vitro on a canine hind limb using a bi-axial tester 
to move the limb through loading profiles and Optotrak system to collect the kinematics of the 
hind limb for these profiles.  A model was built using bone geometries created from MRIs post 
processed using a polygon smoothing software and scaled parameters for connective tissues and 
joints.  Two profiles were selected for modeling and comparison with the experimental 
kinematics; a loading approximating a squat and varus/valgus rotation originating at the hip.  The 
model provides an acceptable approximation of hind limb kinematics validating the modeling 
techniques used. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Study of the canine hind limb is an important topic for the veterinary community; 
in particular the study of how the whole limb affects stifle mechanics is of great interest.  
The stifle is essential for most everyday activities but damage to its structures can cause 
extreme pain and cause incapacitation.  Having a better understanding of the loads the 
joint experiences internally on each structure will allow for better success in stifle injury 
recovery.  Research performed on canine stifles has many benefits.  Knowledge gained 
can be used to improve the standard of living for canines that are suffering from joint 
injury provide better treatment to improve recovery, and these studies can correlate to 
human treatments and models. Being able to understand the biomechanics of subject 
specific stifles will allow veterinarians to better prescribe treatments molded to the needs 
of individual patients.  Research to gain knowledge of the biomechanics of the stifle joint 
provides valuable information that can be used to understand the substructures of the 
joint, model the joint accurately, build subject specific joints and aid in the development 
of better prosthesis.  One tool that can aid in this process is a mathematical model of the 
subject’s hind limb with a specific focus on the stifle. 
 Using a mathematical model of the canine hind limb to aid in treatment of stifle 
injuries will allow veterinarians an efficient means to view the canine’s unique gait and 
its effect on the stifle. Understanding how the stifle behaves, especially when there are 
unexpected injuries, is invaluable information when attempting to treat injuries and 
correct detrimental gait patterns. Often research studies are done on canines because the 
similarities between the knees allow correlation of treatments to humans.  
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This research is focused on developing and validating a subject specific canine 
hind limb model.  The model includes anatomical representations of the tibio-femoral 
joint (TFJ) and patello-femoral joint (PFJ) and empirical representations of the 
phalangeal joints and ankle joint.  This research will lead to a musculoskeletal model of 
the canine hind limb to approximate normal loads on the internal structures of the stifle 
that can be coupled to gait lab data.  
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CHAPTER 2 
ARTICLE REVIEW 
 
When studying joints, mathematical modeling is a very useful tool to glean 
information not readily available or easily measured, such as what plays a part in joint 
reactions. For the canine, there is a great need for biomechanical analysis of the joint 
structures in the stifle. The cranial cruciate ligament (CrCL) and meniscus are two of the 
most common tissues damaged in the stifle but little is known of the impact these tissues 
have in the stifle.  Kim et al (Kim et al. 2009) and Cook (Cook 2010) reviewed 
deficiency of the CrCL and Luther et al (Luther et al. 2009) studied the effects of medial 
meniscal release (MMR). Kim et al (Kim et al. 2009) reviewed different types of tibial 
osteotomies for the correction of CrCL insufficiency.  These procedures are highly 
invasive and it was reported that more data is needed to make accurate comparisons of 
the procedures.  Cook (Cook 2010) took a look at CrCL disease in canines and called for 
a better understanding of the biology and biomechanics of the stifle for treatment.  Luther 
et al (Luther et al 2009) performed a study on the significance of the meniscus in the 
stifle.  A meniscal release is often performed on dogs with insufficient CrCLs to 
minimize damage to the meniscus, but osteoarthritis is a common effect from this 
procedure.  The study was done to determine if the MMR in healthy dogs would cause 
OA.  The results showed that MMR alone causes cartilage damage and further study is 
needed to correct this.  The articles cited call for more information on the biomechanical 
causes of OA, this can be found by modeling the canine stifle and how it is affected by 
changes in joint structure and load sharing from members of the joint structure.  
There are many ways to describe a canine hind limb in a mathematical model 
depending on what type of information is needed.  Biomechanical models in general can 
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be categorized into two groups, anatomical and empirical models, based on how the 
biological interactions are modeled.  The empirical model only focuses on the overall 
input and output of a system with little regard for the sub-interactions needed to produce 
that output.  The anatomical model approximates the entire anatomy of a biological 
structure, including the sub-interactions.   This study was done in part because to the 
effects of OA in the stifle, therefore a model that could accurately simulate the stifle joint 
dynamics and give the overall behavior of the hind limb was developed. The insight 
available from using a dynamic model, over a static model that only accounts for a 
constant load at a constant position, allowed for normal load histories to be viewed for 
the contact mechanics and loads to the joint during its range of motion for a given task.  It 
was necessary to use multibody dynamics analysis (MDA) over finite element analysis 
(FEA). While FEA affords very accurate representation of the stifle joint because it can 
account for the flexible nature of the interactions, it was infeasible to build a model for 
the entire hind limb with the intent of incorporating musculoskeletal parameters. An 
MDA provides the robustness necessary to model the entire hind limb and provide a 
detailed model of the TFJ and the PFJ. Using anatomical multibody modeling on the hind 
limb allows for accurate representation of in vivo experiments in silico while not 
demanding extensive computing times required from FEA. An MDA simulation can be 
quickly run for overall kinematic and kinetic results and, to a degree, joint contacts.  
MDA relies on rigid body dynamics for simulations but can be suppressed by using low 
stiffness parameters when defining the contact mechanics. Inputs to the model can be a 
prescribed motion or a prescribed force. 
  There is very little representation of the canine hind limb in the form of a 
multibody dynamic model.  The multibody models present during the article review 
include only Kim et al (Kim et al 2009) and Helms et al. (Helms et al. 2009).  Kim et al 
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(Kim et al 2009) developed an anatomical multibody static model of the canine stifle 
tibio-femoral joint with digitized locations of the insertion and origin of the cranial 
cruciate ligament.  The model was used to measure the kinematics of the tibia with 
respect to the femur during a study of the effect of a tibial plane leveling osteotomy on 
the biomechanics of the stifle. Helms et al (Helms et al 2009) used BRG.LifeMOD to 
build an empirical multibody dynamic model of the musculoskeletal system of the hind 
limb.  The software was adapted to allow the use of canine geometries and parameters. In 
the Helm study a model was driven by kinematics and using inverse dynamics muscle 
activation was optimized. This study focused on validation of the forward dynamic 
models ground reaction force compared to measured ground reaction force during testing.  
 Models of canine anatomical structures can easily be correlated to that of 
corresponding human structures and vice versus, this case is true for the stifle joint.  
Guess et al (Guess et al. 2010) developed human anatomical multibody dynamic models 
of the knee with the inclusion of the meniscus.  The current project is an adaptaion of the 
same methodologies and techniques that were used when developing the human model.  
Both models have the TFJ and PFJ and similar methodologies for modeling the 
ligamentous structures and contact mechanics. 
 For the validation procedure two methods were explored for limb level testing, 
Chailleux et al (Chailleux et al 2007) and Pozzi et al (Pozzi et al. 2008). Chailleux et al 
(Chailleux et al. 2007) evaluated 2 corrective operations for CrCL deficient stifles.  In the 
study a custom made testing apparatus held the tibia and femur during specified motion 
cycles and the kinematics were recorded for analysis. Pozzi et al (Pozzi et al 2008) 
studied differences in pressure distribution of the medial tibial plateau after MR and 
TPLO using a mechanical testing machine and the whole hind limb.  The limb was 
minimally constrained in the machine which allowed natural motion of the joints.  
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 Validation of a subject specific canine hind limb multibody dynamic model with 
nonlinear springs representing ligaments and tendons, anatomical TFJ and PFJ, and an 
empirical ankle joint and phalangeal joint is considered novel. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
3.1 Background 
 Building biological multibody models requires knowledge of the anatomy of the 
subject.  A hind limb model needs accurate representations of the bones and soft tissues 
for the construction of the limb.  For the canine hind limb model special interest was 
placed on the stifle. The canine stifle is made of two anatomical joints, the TFJ and PFJ.  
The TFJ is held together by the collateral and cruciate ligaments, supported by the 
meniscus and contact with the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia.  The patella in the 
PFJ is held in the trochlear groove by the patellar and quadriceps tendons and is 
constrained by the articular cartilage between the femur and patella.   
Interactions between the other bony geometries of the hind limb exhibit 
kinematics that can be simplified from anatomical joint modeling to simple joints.  
During modeling, simple joint approximations will be used to simulate the functions of 
the other joints in the hind limb; the hip, hock, and the phalangeal joints. The hip is 
usually modeled as a 3 degree of freedom (DOF) spherical joint but the experimental 
setup constrained its motion to a 1 DOF hinge only allowing for flexion/extension in the 
scope of this work.  The hock can be approximated as two hinge joints Arnold et al 
(Arnold et al. 2009) or as a universal joint Arnold et al (Anderson and Pandy 2001).  It 
was shown that the later would allow for more accuracy in the kinematics during 
simulation. Finally the phalangeal joints were combined and simplified into a single 
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hinge joint to only allow flexion/extension because this is the major component of the 
motion of these joints.  
To accurately model the stifle, soft body interactions need to be considered and an 
anatomical model created.  The meniscus and cartilage in the stifle are very important 
soft body structures that require modeling.  The meniscus helps to distribute the load in 
the TFJ and also acts as a shock absorber during impacts.  The cartilage ensures that joint 
motion is efficient and nondestructive to the underlying bony structures.  
 A common malady of the joint is osteoarthritis (OA) which causes degradation of 
cartilage, pain and, in some cases for humans, a need to replace the knee with prosthesis.  
OA is an important subject of research for canines and humans alike as it represents a 
staggering health care investment each year and dramatically affects the quality of living 
of the afflicted individuals.  Understanding the etiology of OA will allow for better 
techniques for treating and halting the progression of the disease.  Research has shown 
that causes for this disease can be tied to cranial cruciate ligament rupture Kim et al (Kim 
et al 2009) and medial meniscal release (MMR) Luther et al (Luther et al. 2009), both of 
these can be considered to produce pathological kinematics.  Luther et al (Luther et al 
2009) reported that rapid onset of OA is caused when a medial meniscus release is 
performed in the stifle.  This procedure is done when an injury has caused damage to the 
meniscus and the operation has been shown to allow the meniscus to heal.  Unfortunately 
the meniscus loses functionality and damage occurs to cartilage usually producing a final 
outcome that is worse than doing nothing.  Finding better methods to treat OA can be 
done with the aid of accurate joint models. 
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3.2 Experiment 
3.2.1 Gait Study 
For the experiment a gait analysis was performed on a healthy mongrel canine, 25 
kg female, this included hind limb kinematics, surface electromyogram (EMG) 
measurements of four selected muscles on each hind limb, and ground reaction forces 
during normal gait.  The canine then underwent a MMR and was allowed time to heal.  
The canine was given regular exercise for 12 weeks after the operation to represent 
expected behavior of a canine not constrained to a kennel, this also likely encouraged the 
onset of OA.  The canine had a healthy stifle before the procedure.  After the onset of OA 
the canine was brought into a gait lab for post-surgery gait analysis using the same 
regimen. 
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3.2.2 Hind Limb MRI 
 
 
Figure 1. Sample Stifle MRI 
 
 
 
 After the gait analysis trials the canine was sacrificed to allow for an in vitro 
study of the afflicted hind limb.  A 1.5 Tesla GE Signa system at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital was used to scan the canine. 
The magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the canine were taken on the right hind limb 
(Figure 1). A narrow field fine resolution setting (TR 45, TE 17, pixel size .3906x.3906 
per mm, with a slice thickness of 1mm) focused on the knee joint to accurately segment 
bones, cartilage and meniscus.  A wide angle low resolution setting (TR 45, TE 17, pixel 
size .5859x.5859per mm, with a slice thickness of 3mm) included the entire limb to 
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obtain the entire bone length for the femur and tibia and a partial view of the foot.  The 
MRIs were taken in the sagittal plane with the limb fully extended. 
3.2.3 Hind Limb Experiment 
Following the MRI the right hind limb musculature was dissected leaving the 
joint capsule and quadriceps tendon intact.  The muscles were cataloged and their 
physiological data recorded for a future study.  The data recorded included muscle 
weight, length, approximate pennation angle, and tendon length.  An experiment adapted 
from Pozzi et al (Pozzi et al 2008) was then performed in the Biomechanics Laboratory at 
the University of Missouri-Columbia. Pozzi et al (Pozzi et al 2008) developed a simple 
experimental setup to test the canine stifle under direct load and measure the pressure 
distribution on the cartilage. For this study, the femoral head was cemented into a cup 
that was attached by a 1 DOF hinge to a bi-axial Instron 8821s mechanical testing 
machine.  The intact paw was placed in a foot constraint that allowed natural joint 
movement but forced the paw to remain relatively in place due to sand paper between the 
pads the constraining box (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2. Experimental Setup 
 
 
This constraint consisted of an open topped 3 walled box.  A 100N force transducer was 
rigidly attached to the femur cup to measure force in the quadriceps tendon.  The tendon 
was threaded in #5 Fiberwire suture and the suture was attached to the force transducer 
(Figures 3, 4).   
 
Figure 3. Quadriceps Tendon Suture 
Foot 
Constraining 
Box 
 
Rigid Body 
Markers 
Force 
Transducer 
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Figure 4. Quadriceps Tendon Constraint 
 
Once inserted into the testing machine the femur, foot, patella and tibia had rigid body 
LED clusters rigidly attached to track the motion of each segment using an NDI Certus 
Optotrak with a resolution of 0.01mm (Figure 2).  The ram head and foot constraining 
box also had marker clusters added to them to aid in computational model alignment.   
3.2.4 Experimental Trials 
Before experimental loading trials began; a laxity test was performed in which the 
hind limb was moved through its range of motion.  This test consisted of determining the 
envelope of motion that was generated with minimal, approximately zero, force built up 
in the ligaments. The motion was recorded by the Optotrak system for each segment 
using the marker clusters.  By moving the limb through its passive range of motion 
(ROM) the zero load lengths, length before onset of tensile force, of the ligaments can be 
determined. This is an important parameter for the correct modeling of ligaments as 
described later in section 3.3.5.  Once the laxity test was completed the limb was put 
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through a simulated squat, axial rotation, and a combined squat with rotation loading 
profiles.  For the squat profile the limb was set in the foot constraint box and held with 
the foot parallel to the box.  The suture was pulled taut and secured to the force 
transducer.  The Instron was set with motion control to lower 130mm in 20 seconds while 
the load on the ram was measured and recorded.  The axial rotation was initialized in the 
same way as the squat and run with an angular displacement of ±10° for 60 seconds while 
the Instron recorded the torque required for the movement.  Finally the combined test was 
run with a 130mm squat and a ±10° rotation for 30 seconds.  
3.2.5 Point Clouds 
Using a 2mm tip digitizer for an Optotrak system, point clouds of the femur, foot, 
patella and tibia were taken after the experiment and disarticulation. Each segment was 
fixed in place during point cloud generation to minimize error.   This was done by 
clamping the rigid body into a vice mounted to the work surface. The main focus for the 
point clouds of the femur and tibia was to obtain the overall shape of the articular 
surfaces and the insertion and origin sites for the cruciate and collateral ligaments. This is 
to allow future registration of the bone geometries to rigid body locations.  As a 
secondary focus four point rings were taken in multiple locations along the shaft to aid in 
orienting the bone geometries during model generation.  For the patella a point cloud of 
its articular surface was taken, with indicators for the locations of the patellar and 
quadriceps tendons.  A crude point cloud of the foot was taken with focus on the 
calcaneus and the pads on the foot. Additionally, point clouds for the foot constraining 
box and hinge were taken for model alignment.  
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3.3 Limb Level Model Construction 
3.3.1 Slicer 
 
 
Figure 5. Manual Segmentation of MRI 
 
 
 
Manual segmentation of the hind limb geometries from MRI was performed using 
3D Slicer (www.slicer.org).  A Wacom Cintiq 12wx Interactive Pen Display (Wacom 
Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) tablet was used to create an outline of the segmented 
geometries by hand.  The fine resolution MRIs were taken in the sagittal plane of the 
stifle and the geometries for the femur, menisci, patella, tibia and tibia cartilage were 
segmented. The wide angle MRIs were used to generate whole geometries for the femur, 
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foot and tibia.  After the individual segmentations were completed the modelmaker 
algorithm in Slicer with a smoothing of 20 and decimation at 0.25 was used to create a 
shell of the geometries of each of the previously mentioned segments, including a wide 
angle and fine resolution geometry for the femur and tibia. 
During geometry generation it was found that the entire foot was not captured in 
the MRIs.  The foot pad was the missing section but a coarse point cloud was available of 
the foot pad.  The point cloud included the center point of each pad and an outline of the 
circumference of the pad.  Solidworks 2010 (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., 
Concord, Ma) was used to generate a dummy geometry for the pad.  A polygon was 
created using the pad center points and then scaled to 120% of its original size.  It was set 
to the same thickness as the outline of the circumference.  The pads were created using 
cylinders filleted to have a more biological shape.  
3.3.2 Geomagic 
Post processing for the newly created geometries was done using Geomagic 
Studio (Geomagic, Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC).  The geometries were exported 
from Slicer as stereolithography (STL) files and then imported into Geomagic.  Once 
imported every geometry was rigorously processed into smooth and accurate 
representations of the real organs, see Figures (6, 7).   
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Figure 6. Femur Post Processing 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Tibia Post Processing 
 
 
This process included removing single point errors or spikes from the geometry by 
setting a threshold of the maximum height a point can be relative to its surrounding 
points. A reduce noise command was used to smooth jagged features caused by the 
manual segmentation process.  A decimation routine was used to reduce the polygon 
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count of the geometries while maintaining anatomical shape and allowing for an efficient 
file size.  
After processing the geometries were aligned with the rigid body point clusters 
using a least squares fit method between the point cloud and geometry.  The geometry 
was fit to the point cloud aligning it to be relative to the rigid body marker cluster 
associated with that geometry.  After alignment the femur and tibia geometries from the 
fine resolution and wide angle MRIs were merged (Figure 8). 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Merging Wide Angle and Fine Resolution MRIs 
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 This was done by keeping the fine resolution geometries of the femoral condyles 
and articular surface and the tibial plateau and stitching them to the wide angle geometry.  
The femoral condyles and tibial plateau were removed from their respective wide angle 
geometries and replaced by their fine resolution counterparts.  The wide angle geometries 
were post processed in the same way as the fine resolution geometries.  The point clouds 
from the experiment were then used to create reference points for the insertion and origin 
sites of the collateral and cruciate ligaments and the patellar and quadriceps tendons 
(Figure 9).  Finally the model position of the geometries and the reference points were 
saved separately.  
 
 
Figure 9. Ligament insertion(left) and origin(right) Sites 
 
3.3.4 Adams 
 A model was created in MD.Adams (MSC.Software, Santa Ana, California) by 
importing the geometries of the hind limb, the foot constraining box and the hinge 
attached to the Instron during experimentation. These geometries were all relative to their 
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rigid body marker clusters.  Using these clusters and the cluster locations at the beginning 
of the experimental run, the geometries were then aligned to their initial positions for 
each loading profile.   
 
Figure 10. Adams Model 
 
 
Laxity, kinematic and simulation models were created and aligned using this method.  
The laxity model only included ligament insertion and origin sites and bone geometries 
(for visualization only) and was driven by the recorded experimental kinematics.  The 
kinematic model included the segment geometries for visualization, segment coordinate 
systems to output simplified kinematics and was driven by the recorded experimental 
kinematics.  The simulation model included an anatomical representation of the stifle, 
empirical approximation of the ankle and phalangeal joints and was driven by a motion 
input to the ram that was derived from the experimental kinematic data. 
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The laxity model was created to measure the slack length of the collateral and 
cruciate ligaments and the range of motion of the ankle joint.  Using the position data 
recorded during testing, splines were created to control the motion of each segment.  The 
distance between the insertion and origin points for each ligament was measured during 
this simulation.  The maximum distance between the points was recorded as the 
ligaments zero load length, l0.  Also during the laxity test the range of motion of the ankle 
joint was recorded.  From the laxity model the dorsiflexion/plantarflexion, varus/valgus 
and axial rotation ranges were recorded and used to constrain the ankle joint.  
3.3.5 Ligaments 
The point clouds for the position of the ligaments were imported and added to 
their respective geometries (Figure 11).   
 
Figure 11. Ligament and Tendon Locations 
Collateral Ligaments 
Cruciate Ligaments 
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The ligaments were modeled as nonlinear spring dampers using a piecewise function 
developed by Li et al (Li et al. 1999) to describe the characteristics of human ligaments: 
   {
 
 
     ⁄        
 
 
 (    )      
    
 (1) 
where k is the stiffness parameter, ɛl is a spring parameter assumed to be 0.03 by Li et al 
(Li et al 1999) and ɛ is the ligament strain, defined by:   
   (
    
  
) (2) 
where l is the length of the ligament and l0 is the zero load length.  The stiffness 
parameter was defined in units of force (N) and is derived from the stiffness coefficient 
(N/mm) corresponding to the elastic properties of the ligaments.  The stiffness parameter 
was used to describe the characteristics of the ligament using three regions: zero strain, 
toe, and linear (Figure 12).   
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Figure 12: Generic Ligament Spline 
 
 
 The zero strain region corresponds to the ligament behavior during any time no 
tensile strain is applied. The toe region is the parabolic transition between the zero strain 
and linear regions simulating the nonlinearity and uncrimping effect of the ligament. The 
linear region increases at a constant rate compared to the strain the ligament is 
undergoing. The k parameters were scaled, using a ratio of .36, for the canine based on 
the stiffness of the CrCL from (Vasseur et al. 1985) and values that have been previously 
defined for humans.  Table 1 includes the scaled stiffness parameters found for the stifle 
ligaments. Due to lack of data for the caudal cruciate ligament (CaCL), medial collateral 
ligament (MCL) and lateral collateral ligament (LCL) it was assumed that the ratio for 
the other parameters would be similar, thus the same ratio of .36 was used to find the 
scaled parameters on the ligaments with no data.  Each ligament was modeled using a 
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two bundle approximation to mimic natural phenomena present in the ligaments during 
stifle flexion.  
Table1. Connective tissue stiffness parameters and slack lengths 
Stifle  Structure Bundle
Stiffness Parameter 
(N)
Slack Length (mm)
Cranial 3356.0 -1.480
Caudal 3356.0 -0.396
Cranial 2000.0 -0.343
Caudal 2000.0 -1.030
Cranial 4028.0 -1.430
Caudal 4028.0 -1.120
Cranial 5537.0 -1.520
Caudal 5538.0 -2.790
Medial 1500.0 --
Lateral 1500.0 --
Medial 1500.0 --
Lateral 1500.0 --
Suture -- 3500.0 --
Quadriceps Tendon
CrCL
CaCL
LCL
MCL
Patellar Tendon
 
 
 
The patellar and quadriceps tendons were also modeled as nonlinear spring 
dampers using a stiffness parameter system developed by Piazza and Delp (Piazza and 
Delp 2001). Both tendons were modeled using two bundles to approximate the tendon 
and add stability to the model.  It was assumed that both tendons would have the same k 
parameter.  Due to no available data on the stiffness of canine patellar and quadriceps 
tendon it was assumed that the same direct scaling factor from the human tendon and 
ACL k parameter ratio could be used to determine the k parameter for the canine.  The 
location of each of the tendon bundles was determined using the point clouds, anatomical 
land marks and pictures taken during the testing.   
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 The suture spring constant was determined by measuring the displacement of the 
suture material at three static loadings.  A force length relationship was developed and a 
stiffness parameter was calculated to approximate the sutures characteristics (Figure 13).  
 
 
Figure 13. Suture Parameter  
 
 
 From this a k parameter was found to model the suture at 2900 N and damping 
value of 0.5 was used to reduce noise.   
3.3.6 Ankle Joint 
 Using the laxity test kinematics the ankle joint was positioned using Design of 
Experiments methods to find the optimal location.  The x, y and z position of the location 
of the joint were set as variables with the minimum RMS of the force in the joint set as 
the goal.  An optimization routine was run using MSC.Adams/Insight to find the 
minimum force in the joint and its location.   Once complete the constraints for the no 
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load ROM were placed on the joint to simulate natural motion.  A BISTOP function 
simulates a virtual contact by applying an opposing force to the motion when the distance 
or angle between two defining markers reaches a defined limit.  This function was used to 
constrain the motion of the foot to within the target ranges found.  A damping value of 
(5.0) was used to simulate soft tissues present in the joint that were not explicitly 
modeled. 
3.3.7 Toe Joint and Foot Constraint 
 The phalangeal joints were approximated as a single 1 DOF hinge joint.  The 
location was found by using the kinematic data of the foot and finding its center of 
rotation relative to the foot constraining box.  The joint was also given damping to 
diminish instantaneous motions.. 
 The foot pad was constrained by an ADAMS “bushing” or 6 axis spring that 
constrained the pad but allowed for an axial rotation in the foot that was present during 
testing similarly to the experimental constraint of the foot constraining box.  The 
constraint was placed at the location of the phalangeal joint.  Minimal motion in the 
anterior/posterior, medial/lateral, rotation along the vertical axis and rotation along the 
axial axis of the foot was allowed by optimizing the bushing stiffness in those directions. 
The vertical direction and rotation about the medial/lateral axis were heavily constrained 
to ensure near zero movement in those directions.  
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Table 2. Hind Limb Constraints 
Constraint Direction
Spring Constants 
(N/mm)
Damping Range
Plantar / 
Dorsiflexion
100000000 (N-
mm/deg)
5 (N-sec-mm/deg) 110°
Abduction / 
Adduction
1000000 (N-
mm/deg)
5 (N-sec-mm/deg) 30°
Axial
1000000 (N-
mm/deg)
5 (N-sec-mm/deg) 2°
Toe Joint
Flexion / 
Extension 
-- 5 (N-sec-mm/deg) 90°
Anterior / Posterior 
(AP)
10 (N/mm) 50 (N-sec/mm) ±1 mm
Medial / Lateral 
(ML)
75 (N/mm) 50 (N-sec/mm) ±0.5 mm
Superior / Inferior 
(SI)
250 (N/mm) 50 (N-sec/mm) 0 mm
AP Axis rotation 436 (N-mm/deg)
100 (N-sec-
mm/deg)
10°
ML axis rotation 5000 (N-mm/deg)
100 (N-sec-
mm/deg)
0°
SI axis rotation 3000 (N-mm/deg)
100 (N-sec-
mm/deg)
20°
Ankle Joint
Pad "Bushing"
 
 
3.3.8 Contact Forces 
 The PFJ and TFJ were constrained using a contact function in MSC.ADAMS, the 
IMPACT function allows interpenetration of geometries for approximations of soft 
tissue.  A previous study attempted to use Hertzian Contact Theory (Johnson 1985) to 
determine the spring constant to use for contact simulation.  The constant found was 
based on the shape of tibia and femur and the material properties of the interacting 
cartilage.  The spring constant was found to be insufficient when dealing with geometry 
thickness' less than 5 mm.  A larger spring constant was found that still approximated the 
interactions of the cartilage but restrained contact interpenetration to geometric 
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constraints.  For this study a scaled contact stiffness was used due to the tibial cartilage 
thickness, the stiffness for the contact is 3500 N/mm.  The function defining the contact 
parameters is defined as: 
          ( ) ̇ (3) 
Where F is the force exerted by the contact, k in the contact stiffness, δ, equal to 1.0E-
006mm, is the interpenetration of the geometries, exp, equal to 1.5, is the force exponent 
and B, equal to 15 N-mm/s, is the damping coefficient.  
3.3.9 Meniscus 
 During the study, models simulating the meniscus were run under the same 
conditions as the previous models described.  Adding the meniscus to the model helps to 
show a more accurate representation of the stifle structure and is one of the steps 
necessary to be able to determine realistic approximations of the stresses the cartilage 
undergoes when using a multibody model.  The meniscus could not be used as a single 
geometry in the multibody framework because there is inherent flexibility that would not 
be captured.  To attempt to capture this, the meniscus was sectioned radially to 
demonstrate the hoop stress it undergoes during normal loading (figure 14 and 15).   
 
Figure 14. Multibody meniscus with field element  
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Figure 15. Multibody meniscus in model  
 
 
 Between each section is an MD.Adams field element, a 6 axis spring that linearly 
constrains the geometries to behave correctly.  The parameters for the field elements were 
developed from experimentation on menisci and optimizing a model of the experiment 
using design of experiments, as part of a parallel project, performed by Paiva (Paiva 
2010) where:   
 [ ]   
[
 
 
 
 
 
           
           
           
       
       
       ]
 
 
 
 
 
 [ ]     [ ]  [ ] (4) 
 Where K are the linear stiffness parameters, T are the torsional stiffness parameters, d is 
the displacement between elements, DR is the damping ratio and ν is the displacement 
velocity.  The parameter values used for this model are shown in Table 3.   
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Table 3. Multibody Meniscus Parameters 
Meniscus Parameters Contact Parameters 
Kθ (N/mm) 750 K 500 
Kθr (N/mm) 2.25 B 2 
Kθz (N/mm) 2.5 δ 0.001 
Kr (N/mm) 95 e 3 
Krz (N/mm) 2.5   
Kz (N/mm) 150   
Tθ (Nmm/deg) 34   
Tr (Nmm/deg) 12   
Tz (Nmm/deg) 35   
DR 0.25   
 
 The medial and lateral menisci were held in place by the meniscal horn 
attachments modeled as a piece-wise function similar to the ligaments (Figure 16).  The 
menisci were also in contact with the femur and tibial plateau cartilage. 
 
 
Figure 16. Menisci placement and horn attachments (arrows) 
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3.4 Model Simulation 
3.4.1 Local Coordinates 
Local coordinate systems were created to measure the motion of the segments of 
the model and also be able to determine joint angles to the stifle and hock.  Coordinate 
systems based off of those described in Shahar and Milgrim  (Shahar and Milgram 2001) 
were created for the femur and tibia bone segments.  For the femur the z-axis was 
directed from the center of the femoral condyles through the center of the femoral head.  
The y axis was the vector cross product of the z axis and the line from the origin to the 
center of the lateral epicondyle, in the anterior direction.  The x axis was the vector cross 
product of the z and y axes directed laterally.  The patella coordinate system was oriented 
in the same way but was located at the center of mass of the patella geometry. 
 The tibia local coordinate system was created by placing its origin in the center 
point between its two malleoli.  The z axis was formed by creating a vector from the local 
origin through the most anterior portion of the tibial tuberosity.  The y axis was the vector 
cross product of the z axis and the line connecting the origin to the center of the lateral 
malleolus, in the anterior direction.  The x axis is the vector cross product of the z and y 
axes and is in the lateral direction.  The foot local coordinate system was oriented in the 
same way as the tibia but the origin is located at the center of the ankle joint. 
 A fifth coordinate system was created for the ram.  The origin was placed at the 
centroid of the four points of its corresponding rigid body marker cluster.  The ram 
coordinate system shared the same orientation as global coordinate system.  The ram 
coordinate system was created to measure the kinematics of the femur.  
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Figure 17. Segment Local Coordinate Systems 
 
 A kinematic driven model of the canine hind limb was built to compress the 
motion data for each segment.  The rigid body point clusters for each segment output x, y 
and z location for each point at each time step.  By using the local coordinate systems a 
single set of x, y and z positions and body 123 rotations could be used to represent the 
motion of the segments.  The model was driven by the position data for the segments 
rigid bodies and the positions and orientations were output for comparison with the 
constructed model.  This model only contained the local coordinate systems, segment 
geometries and rigid body marker points.   
 To drive the multibody model the ram’s motion was input from experimental data 
(Figure 18).   
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Figure 18. Stills of model during flexion simulation 
 
 The segments of the hind limb were free to move within the constraints 
previously mentioned.  The model was tuned by measuring the forces in the simulated 
ram and force transducer and comparing these to the real forces measured in each.  To 
tune the model the variables in the ligaments, contacts and simplified joints were changed 
to optimize the kinematics for accuracy while maintaining experimental loads.  The 
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ligaments’ slack length was lengthened or shortened to tighten or loosen the knee.  The 
contact stiffness was stiffened to simulated thin cartilage stiffness.  The Bistops spring 
coefficients and ranges were updated to constrain the limb segments correctly.  Once 
tuning was completed the measures of the local coordinate systems were output to 
compare with the kinematic data. 
 
 
Figure 19. Medial meniscus during simulation 
 
 
 Simulations including the meniscus show the hoop stress present in the 
tissue during loading by the spaces developed between each segment.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
4.1 Flexion Simulation 
 The xyz positions and body 123 rotations of the kinematic and simulation models, 
with and without the meniscus, were analyzed in Matlab r2010b (The Mathworks, Inc., 
Natick, MA) using a custom script.  This script plotted the xyz positions and body 123 
rotations for the kinematic model and its corresponding simulation model.  Also the root 
mean square (RMS) error of the kinematics for each segment was found.  
      √
∑(     ) 
 
 (3) 
 Where n is the total number of data points, xk is the single component position or 
orientation data for the kinematic model and xs is the single component position or 
orientation data for the simulation model.  A comparison of the ram force and load on the 
force transducer from the experiment and simulation was done to optimize the model 
before kinematic analysis.  Model comparisons were done for the flexion and axial 
rotation trials. 
The flexion trial output for the xyz position and body 123 orientations for the 
segments of the leg are as follows.  The femur motion is represented in the ram 
coordinate system where the x axis is in the Anterior/Posterior (AP) direction, y axis is in 
the vertical direction and z axis is in the Medial/Lateral (ML) direction.  The rotations are 
similarly based on this coordinate system. The outputs for the patella, tibia, and foot are 
based from the femur coordinate system, with the foot also output in the tibia coordinate 
system (TCS).  This system places the x axis in the ML direction, y axis in the AP 
direction and z axis in the vertical direction.  The rotation outputs use the same 
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coordinate output. Due to the dynamic nature of the simulation motions in the same 
segment but in different axes have the potential to be orders of magnitude greater than 
motions in other axes.  Therefore the scales are not identical to be able to show the entire 
motion of each segment.  
 
 
 
Figure 20. Femur x, y and z Displacements  
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Figure 21. Femur Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
 
 
Figure 22. Patella x, y and z Displacements 
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Figure 23. Patella Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
 
Figure 24. Tibia x, y and z Displacements 
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Figure 25. Tibia Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
 
Figure 26. Foot x, y and z Displacements 
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Figure 27. Foot Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
 
Figure 28. Foot x, y and z Displacements (TCS) 
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Figure 29. Foot Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations (TCS) 
 
 
The RMS error of the flexion simulations for the model without the multibody meniscus 
and with the multibody meniscus can be seen in (Table 4, 5 and 6).  
Table 4. RMS error for the flexion simulation 
RMS 
Segment Body 1 (deg) Body 2 (deg) Body 3 (deg) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
Femur 1.4717 2.2287 1.3154 6.8186 7.5034 4.0793 
FootT 3.3728 0.8156 1.1156 0.1935 1.2738 0.7226 
Foot 5.7208 0.5591 4.5600 2.9206 2.3794 12.6093 
Patella 15.4092 7.8391 15.3728 1.5148 3.1150 2.2781 
Tibia 2.6274 1.2563 3.6776 2.5933 2.7560 11.0019 
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Table 5. RMS error for the flexion simulation with menisci 
RMS with Meniscus 
Segment Body 1 (deg) Body 2 (deg) Body 3 (deg) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
Femur 1.4781 2.0943 1.3122 6.4590 7.0750 4.1048 
FootT 3.3801 1.0694 0.9595 0.1935 1.2738 0.7226 
Foot 5.3427 0.3761 4.6999 2.9123 2.4077 11.9512 
Patella 15.0961 6.8085 14.7972 1.5314 3.0733 2.2740 
Tibia 2.2401 1.3027 3.8863 2.5920 2.8178 10.5417 
 
Table 6. Comparison of overall error between model with and without menisci 
  Orientation (deg) Translation (mm) 
Without 
Meniscus 
4.1173 4.4895 
With 
Meniscus 
4.3229 3.9953 
Difference 0.2056 -0.4941 
 
 
Figure 30. Flexion Ram Force 
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Figure 31. Flexion Force Transducer Time History 
 
 
 
4.2 Rotation Simulation 
 The rotation trial applied a general rotation of the ram with a range of ±10°.  
Minimal optimization was done using this model with similar values being used from the 
model parameters developed in the flexion study.  This was done to show the adaptability 
of the model beyond a simple squat.  The displacement and orientation outputs for this 
trial can be seen in Figures 31-40. 
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Figure 32. Femur x, y and z Displacements 
 
Figure 33. Femur Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
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Figure 34. Patella x, y and z Displacements 
 
Figure 35. Patella Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
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Figure 36. Tibia x, y and z Displacements 
 
Figure 37. Tibia Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
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Figure 38. Foot x, y and z Displacements 
 
Figure 39. Foot Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations 
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Figure 40. Foot x, y and z Displacements (TCS) 
 
Figure 41. Foot Body 1, 2 and 3 Orientations (TCS) 
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Figure 42. Rotation Force Transducer Output 
 
 
 The RMS error for each motion with and without the meniscus for the rotation 
trial can be seen in Table 7, 8 and 9. 
 
Table 7. RMS error for Rotation Simulation 
RMS 
Segment Body 1 (deg) Body 2 (deg) Body 3 (deg) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
Femur 0.4096 5.1087 1.3324 18.4576 11.8406 1.6564 
FootT 2.1413 2.5680 1.1180 0.2640 0.6167 0.2901 
Foot 11.7950 3.6881 3.9119 10.0268 19.0212 33.9474 
Patella 7.9823 3.8098 8.0993 0.5331 6.0500 7.3144 
Tibia 9.6764 3.7361 4.4823 8.6564 18.0320 30.2845 
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Table 8. RMS error for Rotation Simulation with menisci 
RMS with Meniscus 
Segment Body 1 (deg) Body 2 (deg) Body 3 (deg)  X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) 
Femur 0.3624 3.3462 1.2619 12.3488 7.6282 1.3958 
FootT 0.9131 2.6143 1.2099 0.2640 0.6167 0.2901 
Foot 5.7957 2.9277 2.4533 6.3787 12.9590 21.9119 
Patella 9.8108 4.4394 7.1745 0.5576 5.5531 6.8043 
Tibia 6.7580 2.5310 3.5657 5.4434 12.1937 19.2151 
 
Table 9. Comparison of overall error between model with and without menisci 
  
Orientation 
(deg) 
Translation 
(mm) 
Without 
Meniscus 
11.1328 4.6573 
With 
Meniscus 
7.5707 3.6776 
Difference -3.5621 -0.9797 
 
The RMS error for the forces in the ram and transducer compared to the 
experimental results are shown in table 10.  The force in the ram was negligible in the 
rotation simulation and not included during analysis.  Also the force in the transducer is 
an order of magnitude smaller during the rotation simulation. 
Table 10. Comparison of error for external forces in the models 
RMS 
  
Flexion Ram 
Force (N) 
Flexion 
Transducer 
Force (N) 
Rotation 
Transducer 
Force* (N) 
Model 
Simulation 
10.6883 15.1575 4.7285 
Simulation w/ 
Meniscus 
25.3793 12.4294 3.2607 
*Note: Scale of forces during the rotation model was an order of magnitude 
smaller.  
 
 The magnitude of the contact forces seen on the tibial plateau was measured and 
output as a value for the lateral and medial cartilage.   This was done to compare the 
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contact force present with and without a meniscus for the flexion (Figure 43 and 44) and 
the rotation (Figure 45 and 46) simulations.  
 
 
 
Figure 43. Flexion model time history of lateral cartilage contact force  
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Figure 44. Flexion model time history of medial cartilage contact force 
 
Figure 45. Rotation model time history of lateral cartilage contact force 
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Figure 46. Rotation model time history of medial cartilage contact force  
 
 A comparison of the contact force output with the meniscus to the model without 
the meniscus was done using the RMS deviation between both.  The percentage that the 
overall contact force with the meniscus compared to the maximum contact force seen 
without the meniscus was found.   
Table 11. RMS deviation of force and comparison of that deviation to max force 
Contact RMS 
  
Lateral Medial 
Cartilage 
Force (N) 
Percent of 
Max 
Cartilage 
Force (N) 
Percent of 
Max 
Flexion 51.137 16.443 137.398 17.593 
Rotation 21.584 12.549 62.135 39.577 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
 
 The modeling techniques shown here have been validated by the accuracy of the 
model compared to the experimental results.  The model exhibited overall kinematics 
errors for the translations and orientations less than 2 cm and 10 degrees respectively.  
These results were deemed to be acceptable for accurate modeling of the hind limb. 
 Alignment of the model geometries is one of the most important aspects of 
building an accurate and valid model.  A possible alignment issue was noted during point 
cloud generation of the hind limb geometries.  As stated, the rigid body was clamped in a 
vise and held immobile, however the connection between the rigid body and bone 
segment, a screw, allowed unforeseen motion of the bone segment.  This produced a 
rocking motion that allowed for a propagating error in the location of the of points in the 
point cloud relative to the marker cluster as the points got further from the attachment 
site.  This error was accounted for to some degree but it was impossible to totally 
compensate for this error.   
 During testing it was observed that the suture became slack during individual 
trials and in some trials the attachment of the suture at the force transducer allowed 
slipping.  Once observed the slipping was minimized by tightening the attachment but 
there was no method in place to measure the extent of slippage during each trial.  It is 
hypothesized that a combination of suture slippage and ligament relaxation were the 
culprits for the slackened suture after each trial.  No method was employed to measure 
tendon or suture length during experimentation.  Instead the kinematics of the patella was 
relied on for judgment on modeling the tendon parameters. 
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 As a direct result from the alignment issues and tendon attachment slippage new 
techniques were developed to minimize these errors.  A new rigid body marker 
attachment was designed for alignment.  The new rigid body attached to the bone using 
two screws for added stability and was attached prior to MRI scanning to aid in 
alignment from geometry generation to model simulation.  The rigid body had Vaseline 
tubes for MRI alignment and allowed for the point clusters to be attached for 
experimental alignment.  Also a new attachment scheme was developed that held the 
suture in place.  Using the new techniques a model was developed that had greater 
accuracy. 
5.1 Flexion Simulation 
 The flexion simulation used parameters optimized from the experimental results.  
Once optimized the model was run with and without the multibody menisci to help 
increase accuracy in the model.  Overall the simulations performed very well compared 
to experimental kinematics.  One note to remember is that due to the dynamic nature of 
the model the scales along each axis are not the same. 
5.1.1 Femur Kinematics 
 The femur had one of the most erroneous results out of all the segments compared 
to the experimental kinematics.  This was somewhat unexpected as the femur was the 
most heavily constrained segment during experimentation.  These constraints were 
actually detrimental to the results of the femur because the accumulation of errors from 
segmentation and alignment were carried through the model because of the constraints.  
The femurs orientation throughout the model is very accurate.  The translation of the 
femoral coordinate system overall has the highest error.  The motion in the x and y axis 
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can be accounted for with a comparison to the tibia and foot in the z direction because the 
tibia and foot directly affect the femurs motion.  The z axis is in the medial/lateral 
direction and the error present is thought to be solely from alignment error. 
5.1.2 Patella Kinematics 
 In the earlier work, by Guess et al. (Guess et al 2010), and in the current study the 
patella was a difficult segment to model due in part to its size and how it is constrained.  
Any small error that occurs in the model has the potential to affect the patella badly, more 
so than other segments.  Although the patella has the highest orientation errors compared 
to the other segments, its translational errors are actually one of the overall lowest. The 
initial conditions of the patella cause rotations that were not present during the 
experiment.  Methods to mitigate this error, such as tightening the ligaments and 
adjusting the initial position were used to limited success.  Possibly modeling the joint 
capsule or additional ligaments would encourage better results but this was not in the 
scope of the project.   The translations of the patella, as stated earlier, had a very good 
overall RMS for displacement.  This was accomplished by optimizing the ligament, 
tendon and suture positions and zero load lengths. 
5.1.3 Tibia Kinematics 
 The tibia kinematics performed within acceptable ranges with the exception of its 
z axis, or superior/inferior femoral coordinate system, translation.  This occurs because in 
the model the tibia initially translates faster than the experiment.  It is unclear of the 
cause for this but some of the suspect factors are possible alignment error, invalid 
parameters for the ankle joint and invalid parameters for the paw.  The alignment for all 
of the segments is a little suspect so some error is expected in their kinematics but other 
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segments seem to perform very well.  The ankle joint is a possible cause because the least 
is known about what the parameters should be and the joint is modeled simply.  However 
the foot RMS error in the femur coordinate system shows a high error in the z axis as 
well which indicates that the major error could not occur in the ankle but is probably a 
compounding error from another source.  The displacements of segments need 
improvement to match the experimental results.  Rotational error is thought to be mainly 
caused by specification errors for the ankle joint.  The tibia kinematics are within an 
acceptable range but could use some fine tuning. 
5.1.4 Foot Kinematics 
  The foot has acceptable RMS error compared to the other segments, except in the 
z axis.  The ankle joint was a suspect for the cause of this error but the foot in the tibia 
coordinate system shows that the foot with respect to the tibia is very accurate.  From this 
it follows that the ankle joint is behaving properly. It is thought that the parameters used 
to simulate the geometrical constraints of the paw should be studied to find the optimal 
solution to provide a better approximation.  By studying the effects of the parameters in 
the bushing constraining the paw error can be mitigated in the foot, tibia and femur. 
5.1.6 Force Comparisons 
 The force required by the ram and the tension produced in the quadriceps was 
measured during the experiment and model simulations for optimization. The ram force 
followed a profile similar to the experimental results with only a slightly greater force in 
the model.  The quadriceps transducer force was fairly accurate but there was an initial 
offset cause by preloads in the tendons for model stability.  Optimization of this model 
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was weighted to maintaining accurate kinematics while matching ram and transducer 
forces.   
5.2 Rotation Simulation 
 The rotation simulation used parameters similar to the flexion simulation with 
minimal changes for optimization.  The ligament parameters were left wholly unchanged 
because the ligaments were optimized to approximate the real structure.  The hinge joint 
associated with the ram and cup was remade because in the new initial position the 
markers defining the joint were not coincident and this offset can cause errors.  Also the 
ankle parameters were updated to minimize a large torque developed during the move 
that is an artifact from the model parameters. 
5.2.1 Femur Kinematics 
 The femur has error patterns similar to the flexion model.  Again the largest RMS 
errors occurred in the AP and vertical displacements.  This again is thought to occur 
because the paw bushing parameters need further study.  Minimizing this error would 
produce a very good match for the kinematics of the femur.  The femurs rotations have 
very good RMS errors which would be expected from the constraint placed on the femur.  
5.2.2 Patella Kinematics 
 The patella RMS error is with acceptable ranges for the translations and 
orientations.  The errors present appear to be caused by an initial offset associated with 
the patella in the model simulations.  This is due to the ligamentous structures pulling the 
patella into the femur 
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5.2.3 Tibia Kinematics 
 The tibia has some of the highest RMS errors.  Its orientations are acceptable with 
the exception of the body 1 rotation. The displacement errors in the vertical and ML axes 
in the femur coordinate system are thought to be a product of the paw bushing 
parameters. The parameters cause an initial displacement that is not present in the 
experiment.   
5.2.4 Foot Kinematics 
 The foot again exhibits poor performance.  The RMS error in the femur 
coordinate system is high indicating that the paw bushing parameters are causing errors 
in the overall kinematics when compared to the experimental results.  The RMS error of 
the foot in the tibia coordinate system shows a very low error again.  This again shows 
the ankle joint is being approximated correctly. 
5.2.6 Rotation Force Output 
 The force transducer measurement in the model described a similar loading 
profile to the experimental results.  However, the loading profile inherently had small 
loads and the model was within that range.  This is similar to the flexion model and 
because the ligamentous structures were left unchanged and optimization was not done. 
5.3 Meniscus 
 The addition of the multibody meniscus in the flexion and rotation models did not 
significantly impact the kinematics of the models.  This was somewhat expected as the 
menisci's main purpose is to distribute stresses and help absorb shocks in the stifle.  It 
was felt that the addition of the menisci might help constrain the TFJ and lead to an 
improvement in their kinematics but there was no significant change.  There were 
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changes in the force seen at the contact interface between the femur and tibia cartilage.  
The addition of the meniscus did provide force sharing with the cartilage in general 
around 15% less force on the cartilage with the exception being on the medial cartilage 
during the rotation simulation where the decrease was 39%.  Seeing this change in force 
distribution is aid to the argument that the meniscus is important for overall joint health.  
5.4 Future Work 
 For future work, many avenues could be explored for this model such as; 
implementing discretized or flexible body cartilage, including anatomically accurate 
ankle and toe joints, performing a study to determine a better method to model the paw 
and build a musculoskeletal or neuromusculoskeletal model from this model.  Work has 
been done to develop methods for discretizing the cartilage in the stifle.  Doing this 
makes it possible to develop pressure maps and to determine the approximate stress 
present in the cartilage during loading profiles.  The insight gained from this endeavor 
would help develop better surgical techniques, physical therapies, and give valuable 
knowledge on what changes occur between a “normal” and deficient stifle. 
 Building a hind limb model with anatomical joints for the stifle, ankle and toe 
would allow for approximations for all joint interactions from the ground up.  This 
knowledge would allow for a model to be made with the ankle and toes anatomically.  As 
an intermediate step towards this goal a study could be done to develop the best 
parameters to use when modeling the ankle, toe and paw interactions with the bones.  The 
most imminent need for the future of this project would be for the paw bushing and toe 
joint to be studied for an optimal solution. 
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 This model is the first phase to build a hind limb musculoskeletal model.  The 
validated limb model can now have muscle parameters added to it.  The model will use 
the gait lab data and muscle properties from the experiment performed.  This data will aid 
in driving the model.  From the model joint loads and inherent joint interactions can be 
found.  If discrete cartilage is added to the model stress and pressures can be found for 
any type of loading needed.  This addition will aid in the development of treatments and 
surgical procedures that allow for higher success rates and healthier joints. 
5.5 Conclusion 
 This model has been successfully validated as an accurate approximation of 
canine hind limb kinematics within an acceptable range of error.  Additional work on the 
model could improve the results in the areas mentioned and allow for further analysis of 
the joint interactions.  The model produces accurate kinematics to match the experimental 
results.  The external force comparisons provide insight and to a degree match the load 
profile.  The model can be improved by using the suggestions previously stated in section 
5.3.   
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APPENDIX 
ADAMS CUSTOM LIGAMENT CODE 
/*Single Force Ligament Approximation*/ 
/*Uses piece-wise to determine spring function 
#include "slv_c_utils.h" 
 
adams_c_Sfosub    Sfosub; 
void Sfosub(const struct sAdamsSforce* sforce, double time, int dflag, int iflag, double* 
value) 
{ 
/* Assign impact parameters to readable variable names */ 
/* K is in Newtons  Cr is in Newtons mm/second and Lo in in mm*/ 
double K = sforce->PAR[2]; 
double Er = sforce->PAR[3]; 
double Cr = sforce->PAR[4]; 
double Lo = sforce->PAR[5]; 
double E; 
/* Load up ipar for call to sysfnc for DZ( PAR(1), PAR(2), PAR(3) ) */ 
/* Par(0) and Par(1) reference the adams id # for parts connected by SFO*/ 
 
   int    ipar[2]={(int)sforce->PAR[0],(int)sforce->PAR[1] }; 
   int    errflg; 
   double disp; 
   double velo; 
 
/* Call SYSFNC for displacement */ 
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   c_sysfnc("DM", ipar, 2, &disp, &errflg); 
   c_errmes(errflg, "Error getting disp. in SFOSUB.", sforce->ID, "STOP"); 
  
/* Call SYSFNC for velocity */ 
  
    c_sysfnc("VR", ipar, 2, &velo, &errflg); 
    c_errmes(errflg, "Error getting vel. in SFOSUB.", sforce->ID, "STOP"); 
/* 
  --- Evaluate force ----------------------------------*/ 
  
/* Calculate Strain /* 
E=(disp-Lo)/Lo; 
 
/*Calculate Force from strain */ 
if (E < 0) 
{ 
   *value =-Cr*(velo); 
 } 
 else if  ((E) < (2*Er)) 
 { 
   *value = - K * .25* (pow(E,2)/Er)-Cr*(velo); 
  } 
 else  
 { 
   *value= - K *(E - Er)-Cr*(velo); 
 } 
}  
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